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Book Chats

Year 6 enjoy their ‘Book Chats’
In the activity above, the children were involved in group Book
Chats. Each child talked about their book and then the others
in the group, asked them questions.

National Storytelling
Week
Gingerbread Man

The Gruffalo

Boy Who Cried Wolf

Three Little Pigs

The Magic Porridge Pot

The Hare & The Tortoise

As part of National Story Telling Week, Year 6 practised some
well known stories to tell the infant classes.

Problem Solving
In PE
As part of OAA (Outdoor Adventure Activities), Year 6 had to construct a
hoop bridge to span the playground. However, they had to do this whilst
adhering to a set of rules which were only available to ‘The Keeper of The
Rules’.

BANANAGRAMS
Challenge
2018

Members of Bananagrams Club from Year 6 are busy with year’s
BANANAGRAMS Challenge. The winner will be awarded the ‘Top Banana’

Year 6 Assembly
Year 6 assembly took place on Valentine’s Day. The theme was
‘School of Dreams’. Part of the assembly was to show new school
logos and straplines. The children had created these in their
PSHCE lessons. Here are just a few ...

Magic Box
Poem
The Magic Box
We will put in our box
The friendship of new-born twins,
The slither of a silent, sly snake
The happy chatter of children.
We will put in our box
The first tickling fizz of Coca Cola,
A mourning teardrop from a heartbroken loved one,
The last prayer of a dying King.
We will put in our box
A blooming flower bursting from the weeds,
A diamond tinged pickaxe from a forgotten miner,
The desperate squeal of a milk- seeking puppy.
We will put in our box
A hexagonal auburn moon,
Nine fingers, eleven toes and three thumbs,
A second sun, rising in a parallel universe.
Our box is fashioned from rubies, sapphires and spiders’ webs,
With hearts on the lid and progress in the corners,
Its hinges are tips of dragons’ wings.
We will fly in our box
Over the dark, damp jungle of the Amazon,
Then glide to the top of the tallest building,
The colour of a rainbow.
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Life Skills
The class have started their ‘Life Skills’ sessions: helping out
around school in various classes, the office and the kitchen too.
Some children have chosen to work on a research project.

Bike Ability

Year 6 were able to practise and develop their bike skills on their Bike Ability
Course. The class were in various locations: playground, park and on the
roads too. There were four qualified instructors running the day long course.

School of
Dreams
School of Dreams
We will put in our school
A smile bigger than A3 paper,
A rainbow of loving light,
The forming friendship of two children.
We will put in our school
Caring kindness of friends,
A waterfall of shining happiness,
Progress of a struggling student.

We will put in our school
The unquestionable trust from a child to a teacher,
Comforting aromas gliding from the kitchen,
Everlasting love of cheerful children.
We will put in our school
Relaxing relief of a perfect performance,
The last torturous exam of time,
The mourning teardrops of a departing class.
Our school is fashioned from
Diamonds, memories and shooting stars.
With resilience on the lid and opportunities in the corners.
Its hinges are the creaking knees of teachers.
We will sail in our school
Across the Milky Way,
And land in a vast domed crater on the moon,
The colour of a warm white spotlight.
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World Book Day

World War Two
Evacuees

Year 6, along with a group of Year 5 children, have been involved in a number of ‘National
Shakespeare Week’ activities. In the photographs, you can see them recreating the battle
between Scotland and Norway and also acting out Act 1, Scene 1: the first appearance of the
three witches.

